
Retention Committee Meeting, October 31, 2016 

Attendees:  John H, Beth SW, Rhonda, Brad G, Susan and Steve W 

Absent:  Kathi K, Laurie E, Robert H 

Reports/Discussions 

1. Susan reported on the quarter developmental grades for Mastery Math (89% passing) and 

English Brushup (67%).  After discussion, it was proposed that since there would probably be 

few students in January for English Brushup, it should be listed for students to see Susan. 

2. Susan also reported that the first Financial Portfolio is scheduled to be completed 11/1/16.  Next 

semester, Steve has Engineering Design – 1st Year slated for the Financial and Engineering Design 

– 2nd Year and Production Welding for the Jobseeking Portfolio. 

3. Rhonda had contacted other colleges and asked how they handled students who request 

separate testing but do not have accommodations.  She confirmed that being a minority is not a 

disability under the 504 Plan.  Other colleges have ESL classes (summer institutes) that must be 

passed prior to the student’s regular class.  She also learned that an instructor may make 

allowances but must offer to all students on a case by case basis.  Susan will email the faculty as 

the accommodations coordinator on campus. (Email sent 11/10/16) 

4. Beth SW reported that the Thunder Care Grant (for emergencies) has many applicants.  The goal 

is to have students apply for 3 different grants at a time:  Thunder Cares, PACE and Personal 

Assistance though the Foundation.  About half the money for the year has been spent. Beth 

threw out the question of how NCC will replace the grant dollars in the future. 

5.  The high DFWI courses selected by the Deans to try remediation in are:  Print Reading and 

AC/DC by Steve and Rhonda selected A & P and Introduction to Soc. It was discussed that 

perhaps the Retention Committee could pay an adjunct to tutor in A&P and pay a student who 

has taken several of Steve Gibbons courses for Intro to Soc. 

6. Brad Gill stated that he has tried to contacted students under the Den Dad strategy and has had 

little success.  He is considering what to try next.  Brad is also tutoring in the LC during his office 

hours and reported on his encounters.  He will come up with a November Hot Topic.  

7. Under our employment of student workers, Beth SW stated we need one spot where students 

can see what work study jobs are available.  She will talk to Mark Brown about creating a 

composite list or possibly listing it on our website. 

8. The topic from last month about other faculty holding office hours in the LC was discussed:  

when are they needed, what type of instructors, who could do it?   

a. Susan will again ask the Powerline instructors from now until Christmas from 3 to 7 (or 

hours in that range) as a trial and a more formal setup next fall. 

9. Kathi Knobloch had sent some ideas for additional retention strategies:   

a. Get more faculty  

i. Tutoring 

ii. Buy-in for retention – what can they do in their classroom to help student 

retention 

b. Re-name/brand the Learning Center – “Success Center” or some other positive uplifting 

name – Asked for suggestions. 

c. More non-traditional hours for learning center staff – Would mean another tutor 

i. maybe have the center open at 6am one or two days a week 

ii. maybe have it open for a few hours on a Saturday or Sunday 

iii. Web chat feature on our website for the Learning Center for students to ask 

questions 

d. Access on our public website to online tutoring  



10. Susan will look into trying to email back to students within a time limit, or perhaps using Google 

Hangout or Edmodo to communicate with students off hours. 

 

Assignments prior to November meeting: 

 All:  Re-read John’s email about Count Day numbers and his challenge (8-19-16) and come with 

1 suggestion for a retention strategy.  Kathi contributed above (which we need to re-visit) but 

not all have made their suggestion. 

 All:  Think about who might work with minorities on campus and come ready to discuss. 

 Brad:  Hot Topic in November. 

 Susan:  Email to faculty on accommodations for minority students. Done. 

 Susan:  Email to Steve Gibbons on Intro to Soc.  Emailed Steve; contacted two students. 

 Susan:  Email to Rhonda on A & P and the possible ways to tutor 

 Susan:  Office Hours – perhaps students need to know that instructors are available.  Where are 

the hours posted on the web? I did several searches and did not come up with any.  On this 

same line, could teachers be available for web chat? 

 Susan:  Non-traditional hours would mean more staffing; perhaps we could advertise SMART 

THINKING, see if it is being used fully, do students know about it. Worked with Laura on Survey 

Monkey to see if students know/use Smart Thinking. 

 Beth:  Ask Mark Brown about workstudy composite list. 

 Susan:  Replacement for Robert.  


